ON SALE NOW 211 -

GETTING VERY COOL IN THE EVENING!
This list includes a lot of new material including collections which will be great to work on
indoors now that the grass has slowed down!
AUSTRALIAN STATES
1. WESTERN AUSTRALIA 1859
SG19, 6d Grey-black Swan Imperforate, Cat. Value is £550 an attractive stamp for………………...$299.00

6. 9D VIOLET SG0115, Small Muliple
wmk. Perforated OS well centred attractive stamp for………………....$99.00

7. 1/- GREEN
SG28, Second Watermark, mint lightly hinged with lovely
fresh original gum for…………..$189.00

8. 2/- BROWN SG29, 2nd Wmk. Mint
with slightly aged gum, nicely centred
for just…………..………………..$349.00

KANGAROOS

2. 4D YELLOW-ORANGE SG 6a, fine
used ACSC 15F, cat. $150 nicely
priced at ...………………….........$75.00

9. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW SG30, 2nd
Wmk. Mint lightly hinged with superbly
fresh original gum, cheap……...$949.00

9. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW
SG111,
Small Multiple Watermark, a lovely cancelled to order perfect stamp, lovely
fresh, bright coloured stamp with
hinged gum..............................$149.00

3. 5D BROWN SG 8, First watermark, 5 Mint hinged
examples many lightly mounted, without faults, ideal for
the reseller, no rust, bargain lot……………...….. $229.00

10. 10/- GREY AND PINK SG 136,
CofA wmk fine used, nice looking
stamp for ………………………… $149.00

11. £1 GREY THIRD WMK. Overprinted
Specimen type C in fine mint lightly
hinged condition for………..…...$89.00
4. 6D ULTRAMARINE SG 9, First Watermark 3 Mint
lightly hinged examples, only one has slightly nibbled
perfs. At right all very fresh, wholesale………….$129.00
5. 9D VIOLET
SG10, First
wmk 5 Mint ,
many lightly
hinged, just..
…….$229.00

KGV
12. 4d ULTRAMARINE ACSC 112a(l)
g, the very rare temple flaw, a superbly fine used example as shown,
Ex. Gray, a lovely RARE
stamp……………..……...…...$1,150.00
13. 4d OLIVE as shown, SG 91, A mint unhinged example, small multiple wmk. Perf. 14, with superbly fresh
original gum………………………………………..….$199.00

KGV
14. 5d YELLOW BROWN 23ba, single crown wmk. In
mint unhinged and well centered condition, single line
perf…………………………………………………..……$49.00
15. 1/4d PALE BLUE SG 66, a superb mint unhinged and perfectly
centred stamp, fresh original gum as
shown for…………………...….$499.00
16. 1/4d BLUE GREEN SG93, Small
Multiple wmk. Perforation 14, this
scarce stamp is mint very very lightly
hinged, and well priced at just……….……..……..$249.00

21. 6d ENGRAVED KOOKABURRA
1914, SG 19 in mint unhinged condition, a superbly fresh mint unhinged
vertical pair as shown, stunning orginal gum, freshest I have seen for
years, the pair………..………..$229.00
22. 3d AIRMAIL In plate blocks of
four, Plate 1 is lightly hinged top selvedge and is type B, Plate 2 is lightly
hinged in the centre, Plate 3 and 4
are both unhinged mint, a lovely fresh
set of blocks in superbly fresh condition and not often offered……$229.00
23. 1932 5/- BRIDGE Mint SG
143, a very well centred, very
very lightly hinged, 10/10
stamp for……………...$399.00

17. 1/4 GREEN/BLUE SG 131 CofA watermark, 6 mint
examples, all fresh and many lightly hinged, bulk wholesale lot at……………………………………………....$229.00

24. 1932 5/- BRIDGE SG 143,
a lovely looking commercially
used example, so much rarer
than a postal example, no
faults, catalogued in ACSC at
$500……………………. $379.00
25. 3d BRIDGE OS A Mint unhinged with Plate 1, block
of four ACSC 147(OS) z a lovely fresh very hard to find
block of four…………………………………………...$169.00

18. SMALL MULTI. PERF 1 3 1/2 X 12 1/2. A complete
mint unhinged set (17) SG 94-104, All dies 1d, 2d and 3d
blue, (obviously missing 4 1/2d Die 2 which was officially only available cto) both shades 1 1/2d, quite good
centring, a really lovely fresh complete set for..$729.00
19. SET OF CofA WMK. A complete mint
unhinged set of 8 values, includes a
superb 1/4 Greenish Blue SG 124-131.
The 2d is wmk. Inverted. A nicely
priced complete set, mixed centering
bargain for …………………..……$229.00

26. 1937 3d WHITE WATTLES SG 168a, a lovely fresh
mint very lightly hinged example, superbly fresh and an
excellent example of the white wattles…………….$95.00
27. 1949 £1 ARMS SG224c in multiples very fine used, 2
x blocks of four and one block of 6, cheap…..…...$49.00
28. PRE-DECIMAL NAVIGATORS 1963-4 SG 355-60, A
complete
mint uhinged
set
of 6, perfect
just……………………………………………………….$115.00
29. 1963-65 NAVS. SG 355-60 Set of 8, unhinged mint
includes both papers on the 10/- and £1 values, good
buying at………………………………………………..$179.00

OTHER AUSTRALIA
20. 6d ENGRAVED KOOKABURRA
1914, SG 19 in mint unhinged condition, a superbly fresh mint unhinged,
stunning stamp with fresh original
gum, freshest I have seen for years
………………………………..…...$159.00

30. 2/6 ABORIGINE WMK SIDEWAYS SG 253aw. Fine
used wmk sideways, with normal at right for comparison. Cat. Value is £3,000, clearly a very difficult stamp
to fineto find, no faults and fine used for…….....$449.00

31 . 1966 NAVIGATOR SET Overprinted Specimen in
mint unhinged condition (4) for……………………..$49.00

41. PAPUA 1901-05 SG 8, in
very fine used condition, fill that
expensive space for a cheap
price………………………$499.00

32 . 1972 PIONEER LIFE SG
529,
showing
the black mostly
omitted,
scarce mint unhinged..$299.00

33 . 1987 CHRISTMAS Strip of 5 showing double perforations, a most spectacular item in mint unhinged
condition, scan obviously very reduced………...$199.00
34 . 1989 WORLD STAMP EXPO BOOKLET
A perfect
booklet, cheap buying at …………………………….$49.00
35 . B.C.O.F A complete set Mint unhinged J1-7 5/- is
thick paper, also includes the scarce 1d Blue Oveprint,
a lovely set of 8 for………………………………..….$219.00
36 . B.C.O.F A complete set Mint unhinged J1-7a 5/- is
thin paper, lovely set for…………………………….$199.00
37. BCOF 1946 Set fine used SG J1-7, the 5/- being
thick paper, a lovely set and scarce used for…..$149.00

42. 1898 NEW ZEALAND Pictorials set complete fine
mint, a lovely fresh set (14) as illustrated, bargain set
for………………………………………………………..$899.00
43. NEW ZEALAND 1931 Smiling Boys set mint lightly
hinged and fresh the pair for……………………....$219.00
44. NEW ZEALAND
1931 Smiling Boys set
(2) a lovely fine used
SG 546-547 as shown,
bargain………$149.00

COMMONWEALTH ITEMS
45. PAPUA 1905-07 Large Papua overprints, a simplified complete set (8) bargain at just……………...$299.00

38. CANADA 1935 KGV. SET sg 341-54 includes the
coils (3) Cat. Os £145, a beautiful set for………..$149.00
39. GAMBIA 1953 QE11 definitives SG 171-185 (15)
complete mint unhinged for …………………………$99.00

46. PAPUA
1932 Pictorials set SG
130-145, a
superb mint
very
very
l i g h t l y
hinged complete
set
…….$319.00
47. PAPUA 1916-31 Bi-colours SG 93-105, a complete
set plus extra shades on the 2d x 4, 3 x 2, superbly
fresh mint lightly hinged for bargain hunter…….$219.00
48. P.N.G £1 FISHERMAN SG15, in a mint unhinged
and lovely and fresh block of four, hard to find in this
condition and great cheap price……………..…….$99.00

40. GREAT BRITAIN 1902 £1 Dull Blue Green Edward
V11 average used. A bit of an ugly duckling, which has
had a few repairs done however looks fine in a very
espensive space Cat. Is £825, so a good buy…..$129.00

49. P.N.G 1973 INTERPEX BOOKLET These are hard to
find, lovely and fresh, cheap, seldom offered……$69.00
50. SIERRA LEONE 1956 QE11 definitives, a complete
mint lightly hinged set (13) SG 210-22 includes an extra
shade on the 10/- value, an attractive set………...$49.00

COLLECTIONS
51.
TRISTAN
DA
CUNHA 19522014 A superb
mint
mostly
unhinged collection housed
in two quality
Lighthouse
black
paged
stockbooks.
The first few sets I are lightly hinged, after 1965 all
stamps are unhinged mint. There are a few cto sets
included as well as mint including SG 14-27. The collection includes specialised varieties including watermark
inverted, SG 66w x 2, in fact there are a lot of watermark inverts. Right through the lot, more than 20 that I
saw. A very specialised collection of booklets including
an example of SB1a 3/6 Blue postmarked Jan 24 1958
on the back cover. This collection goes right up to 1840
-2015 Europhilex stamp Exhibition M/Sheet etc. this superb and very specialised collection has a Catalogue
value of more than £2,900+ and many issues are not
included in the total if not catalogued at more than £10+
especially the later sets, so many are just free! So
around $5,500 Australian dollars in catalogue value for
a bargain price for the two volumes (scan is very reduced in size)…………... …………………………….$999.00

AUSTRALIA POST YEARBOOKS
These are our silly prices for the official Australia Post
yearbooks complete with MUH stamps, all in stock now!
53. 1981 complete with stamps………………..

$11.00

54. 1982 complete with stamps………………..

$11.00

55. 1983 complete with stamps………………..

$12.00

56. 1984 complete with stamps ………... ……… $16.00
57 . 1985 complete with stamps………………

$14.00

58 . 1986 complete with stamps………………

$16.00

58. 1987 complete with stamps……………

$19.00

60. 1988 complete with stamps………………... $22.00
61. 1989 complete with stamps ………………... $23.00
62. 1990 complete with stamps………………... $25.00
63. 1991 complete with stamps ……………….. $18.00
64. 1992 complete with stamps…………………..$25.00
65. 1993 complete with stamps ………………... $21.00
66. 1995 complete with stamps…………………...$24.00
67. 1996 complete with stamps………………..

$25.00

68. 1997 complete with stamps ……………... . $25.00
69. 1998 complete with stamps ……………….

$26.00

70. 1999 complete with stamps……………….

$26.00

71. 2001 complete with stamps ………………... $40.00
72. 2002 complete with stamps ………………... $30.00
73. 2003 complete with stamps ………………... $30.00
74. 2004 complete with stamps ………………... $35.00
75. 2005 complete with stamps…………………. $45.00
76. 2006 complete with stamps ………………...$50.00
52. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 1847-1945 A lovely
mint and fine used collection housed on old time Harris
pages. There is more than £10,000+ in catalogue value
in this lot. It includes SG 14 £1100, SG 73 £200, SG 74
£325, 1869 set to 12c used SG 114-119 £700+, 1870-71
issues complet to 90c Perry £990+, SG193 used £350 x
2SG 161 £375, SG 234 £150, 1893 Columbus to 50c
used, £450+, 1898 Mississippi to 50c used £800+, 191719 mint values including £5 £275, 1919 Kansis overpirnts complete SG 655-65 £280, Nebraska is missing
the 10c but stil £250 to 9c value, 1918 Airs set mint ASG
A546-8 £265, A628-30 mint (3) £150, A732 50c Zeppelin
mint no gum. Lots of Officials, Parcel posts, Revenues,
also includes coils, Imperfs. And hundreds of back of
the book its. So £10,000+ (Aus. Almost $19,000) needs
rehousing as the pages are a bit shabby but the stamps
are mostly superbly fresh and quite fine used for US
stamps which are notoriously heavily cancelled, BARGAIN buy for USA collector (scans very reduced in size
to fit space)…………………………………………..$1,499.00

77. 2007 complete with stamps………………... $50.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today!
78. The large mystery box is ……………………. $139.00
79. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
80. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
If you want a box made up to another value, just ask! For
those who have never purchased a mystery box, they
can contain one-country collections; stamps from lots of
different countries, both old and modern and mint and
used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps on- and offpaper; duplicated stamps so you can check for varieties; whole albums; stock-books full and empty; catalogues.... the list goes on and on, and no two boxes are
ever the same. They do come with a fun guarantee!

